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1 Introduction
This document provides information about structured data in the web, with
a main emphasize on the implementation of Schema.org. If we ever come
across something we do not understand or have a question we don not know
the answer to, a common method of obtaining the information is to search
the web, or as they say, "google it". As trivial as that may seem to most
of us, the methodology behind this is not as simple as we might expect.
In the minds of most, searching the web is little more than a simple text
search, but how would a purely text based search differentiate between a
crane, as in the heavy machinery, a crane, as in the bird, or even crane, as
in "to crane your neck"? This is where structured data comes into play,
a method to differentiate and categorize data within the web, in order for
machines/algorithms to understand its content[3]. In the following, we will
describe some previous methods to structurize data, explaining some of the
intricacies of attempting this, and go on to describe Schema.org in further
detail and the reasons why it has as high an adoption rate as it has.

2 Structured Data

2.1 How To Structure Data

2.1.1 Extractors

One of the earliest attempts to get the correct information out of specific
websites was to program a so-called extractor, which converted plain HTML
code into structured data. These extractors, however, were very error-prone
and fragile, as one change within the layout of the site would break the code
and it would then have to be adjusted.
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2.1.2 XML, RDF, RDFS And OWL

Since extractors were definitely not a worthwhile solution, it became clear
that the data needed to be structured already within the HTML code. In
the case of XML, you can mark specific words or entire sections with a tag;
but content providers may use tagging in any way they see fit, so the script
writer will have to know first how the tags were used.

In short, XML allows users to add arbitrary structure to their
documents but says nothing about what the structures mean. [1]

Improvements upon XML are RDF, RDFS and OWL, which are closely re-
lated. RDF (Resource Description Framework) uses a triple of URIs (Uni-
form Resource Identifier) to define a word or section in the format of <sub-
ject, predicate, object>.

The subject denotes the resource, and the predicate denotes traits
or aspects of the resource and expresses a relationship between
the subject and the object. For example, one way to represent
the notion "the sky has the color blue" in RDF is as the triple: a
subject denoting "the sky", a predicate denoting "has the color",
and an object denoting "blue". 1

RDFS (RDF Schema) introduces a structure between different RDFs in an
object oriented way, using arbitrary classes and instances, i.e. Albert Einstein
may be denoted as an instance of class German. However, in RDFS you may
also denote German as an instance of language, which would make German an
instance as well as a class of its own. This would be legal syntax in RDFS,
as there are no restrictions. This is where OWL (Web Ontology Schema)
comes into play. OWL provides a more rigid structure and restrictions on
how RDFs may be structured which provide certain advantages, for instance
when we know Pete is of class dog, and dog is a subclass of animal, we can
infer that Pete is of class animal.2

2.1.3 Coming Full Circle

Unfortunately these methods to structure data are not flawless, as there still
is no single vocabulary nor formatting for everyone to use. With so much du-
plication and confusion between lots of different suggested vocabularies and
ways of formatting, it became necessary for developers to program parsers,

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/resource_Description_Framework, 24-05-2016
2http://www.cambridgesemantics.com/semantic-university/{rdfs-vs-owl,

owl-101,rdfs-introduction}, 24-05-2016
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which could handle a variety of vocabularies and could fix wrong format-
ting. In essence, structured data was almost back to step 1, back to fragile
extractors.

2.2 Schema.org

In 2011, Bing, Google and Yahoo (later joined by Yandex) tackled this issue
by creating Schema.org with the goal to create one schema, one vocabulary,
for everyone to use.

Schema.org was launched with 297 classes and 187 relations, which
over the past five years have grown to 638 classes and 965 rela-
tions. The classes are organized into a hierarchy, where each
class may have one or more superclasses (though most have only
one).[2]

The structure provided by Schema.org is not only used by search engines, but
for instance in email messages as well (e.g. confirmation mails for reservations
in hotels, restaurants, airlines etc.) which Google’s Gmail uses to provide
notifications and reminders. The adoption rate of Schema.org is quite high,
especially compared to other formats.

A sample of 10 billion pages from a combination of the Google in-
dex and Web Data Commons provides some key metrics. In this
sample 31.3% of pages have Schema.org markup, up from 22% one
year ago. On average, each page containing this markup makes
references to six entities, making 26 logical assertions among
them.[2]

One of the key reasons for Schema.org’s level of adoption is the support from
third-party developing tools and extensions to further improve its usability
and range of entities. However, its popularity within that community is
certainly due to Schema.org’s smart design choices.

2.3 Smart Design Leads To Success

In order to introduce a new standard, and to get people to adopt it, it has
to be easy to participate. There are several design choices that have eased
the way for publishers and developers to makeup their web content with
Schema.org[2].

• Instead of insisting on one single syntax, Schema.org allows for both
RDFa (RDF in attributes) as well as JSON-LD (JavaScript Object
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Notation for Linked Data) to be used, which try to cover the middle
ground between machine-friendly structure and publisher usability,

• RDFS and OWL have one single domain and range for each relation
(one relation may not point to multiple attributes/classes for instance).
When trying to reuse a relation, this means that the class-hierarchy
had to be altered. Allowing multiple domains and ranges per relation
in Schema.org made it significantly easier for new relations to be added.

• Some other models use unique URIs for their entity references, but
coordinating these references with tens of thousands of different sites
would be much too difficult. Instead, publishers only have to use unique
URIs for a small subset of entities, such as country, date of birth and
the like, which are much easier to handle for webmasters.

• If a new developer were to try implementing the structure of Schema.org
and was forced to use all its capabilities, he would most likely be over-
whelmed. The incremental nature of Schema.org is one of the key
factors for getting new developers to implement it, as you may start
with the basics and later on you can delve as deep as you may want.
This is also the development process of Schema.org as a whole: New in-
crements are published for more specific uses, for which the need arises
from the community, and these increments are tested and altered via
feedback of the community. Conversely, vocabulary which barely finds
use anywhere, will be erased after some time, so it will not get clogged
up.

• Schema.org tries to cover a wide range of topics, but since any topic
potentially has hundreds of attributes, it cannot hope to cover them
all. Instead, it provides a solid core, which it allows to be expanded
by new layers, either layers developed internally by the community, or
even external layers created by third parties for any special needs. This
way, Schema.org not only provides a solid core anyone can work with,
but in addition offers many layers which may be added on a need to
have basis (see Figure 1 for a graphical representation).

3 Conclusion
We gave a general overview about structured data, in particular we talked
about different approaches like extractors, RDF and OWL and their appli-
cation and drawbacks and how Schema.org compares to these.
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Figure 1: Representation of Schema.org’s hierarchy[2]

For a relatively new standard its adoption rate is quite high, although
there will never be just one standard, as there are too many ways to imple-
ment structured data, each with their own trade-off’s. However, it is safe to
say that Schema.org will be used by many for the foreseeable future because
of its large community and the many significant companies behind it.
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